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About This Game

For those who want to relax and try something new, the game will do just fine!

Managing your ship, you have to avoid dangerous objects and collect various bonuses that await you on the way to your goal.

Your path will be the shortest, and at the same time the most dangerous, but you no longer have time!

 Plot:

It all started with the fact that after a high flash, problems with communication started, and I do not fully know what exactly
happened, at first there were short time communication gaps, but from what I know, several of our stations have already failed, I

expect that we something does not finish, the supplies that we deliver from warehouses have greatly decreased

...
Strong problems have begun, the cargo ship brings very little supplies and our station lacks them! You have to save. Also, 6

remote stations no longer respond to messages, this has not happened before, I feel uncomfortable!
...

It seems the problems are much worse than I could even imagine, intelligence reported that the station E11, was lost, only debris
... just debris.

...
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I was assigned the task: Send to the C sector all the reports after the outbreak, the time is short and the path path is not so
simple!

 Advantages:

 Nice music and sound effects

 Very easy to learn

 3D graphics and effects

 Nice atmosphere in the game
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10k Common'hood First Demo Coming Soon!:
Hello Everyone!

we are excited to share our first demo of Common'hood.
We have been developing some crafting tools that we want to share with you.
We hope to keep updating this demo with the feedback we get from the community.

Here is a sign-up sheet for our newsletter giving you access to the demo:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe-
xHr4pg6sIpOwg8qi_R0cAWJCb62b4QXLC6G2txBLSXZE2A/viewform?usp=sf_link

It's still really early for the game, but let us know what you think so far!
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